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Introducing Blackfin Boats 302DC:
Uncompromising Design & Performance
Williston, FL — Blackfin Boats is proud to introduce to you the newest addition to the Blackfin Boats line-up:
the 302DC. Making its debut appearance at the 2022 Miami International Boat Show, the Blackfin 302DC offers
an uncompromising dual console design accompanied by outstanding performance and an abundance of
standard features and amenities.
If you need performance as much as you need fishability, throttle up the 302DC. This boat’s unique hull features
Michael Peters two step hull design which helps boost performance and creates an impeccably smooth and dry
ride. Blackfins 302DC also comes standard with everything you need for serious fishing, while boosting an
incredible crossover design making it the perfect vessel for enjoying your time on the water with friends and
family as well.
Featuring a fiberglass hardtop, gunnel and transom-mounted rod holders, in-floor fish boxes with macerated
pump outs, an insulated baitwell, as well as the latest in navigation and fish-finding technology, the 302DC is
ready for all your fishing expeditions. When the day calls for some recreational boating, hit the water with a
premier sound system with JL audio speakers with (2) Subwoofers, U-shaped bow seating, helm seats with flipup bolsters and armrests, a multi-position starboard side flip seat, and a transom foldaway bench seat. A wetbar with pull-out faucet, 45 Qt. Yeti Tundra cooler and drawer refrigerator help provide you with everything you
need to enjoy all your on the water activities.
Blackfin Boats 302DC is at the top of its class in features and performance. Whether you’re looking for cruising,
fishing or watersports, the 302DC has everything you need.

ABOUT BLACKFIN
Since its birth in 1973, Blackfin has been the gold standard for top-quality fishing boats. Now the brand lives on
and it's better than ever. Our current line of boats features both center and dual console boats which range from
22’ to 33’, with a 39’ Center Console coming this summer. Every Blackfin Boat features all the best traits of the
original Blackfin classic fishing boat, seamlessly blended with all the latest in innovative technology. Our aim at
Blackfin Boats is to build on a legendary brand heritage while incorporating the latest in design, engineering and
materials to deliver state-of-the-art fishing boats unmatched in durability, safety, build quality and warranty.

